Southern Afghanistan

16 AUG 2007

Dear Family and Friends:
Well, three months, 25% of the deployment has passed and Team Swamp Fox is
doing very well and making measurable progress mentoring the Afghan National
Police (ANP). Since we began combat operations in our AO we have only had
one day off. There is a great deal of work to be done and much terrain to be
covered. There has been so much that has happened since my last update I am
finding it very difficult to begin.
What follows is a series of pictures from numerous missions over the past
several weeks which illustrate the challenges the Government of Afghanistan
(GoA) faces in eliminating Taliban and Al Qaeda without and the corruption
within. I am encouraged each day by my fellow Swamp Fox teammates as well
as my ANP counterparts. As you know from my previous emails the ANP is
struggling to clean its house of those that would rape, steal and murder the
population they are charged with protecting. One of the most encouraging signs
developing here is the team of ANP “Regulators” that Team Swamp Fox is
mentoring. This is only one of our many responsibilities working with the ANP.
The Regulators are established to receive additional specialized training to
exemplify the high standards that should be present in the ANP and be the
enforcement of those standards on other ANP throughout the Province at the
direction of the Provincial Police Chief. We know that we, the US or ISAF,
cannot bring about the necessary and sustainable change ourselves. It must
come within the ANP itself. To see ANP officers correcting others and being
proud of the uniform they wear and proud of their service to their country gives us
all encouragement. Just as impressive to us has been the devotion that has
developed in the Regulators for the members of Team Swamp Fox and us for
them. When the Regulators finish their training, they will then train others and
those will train others and those others and so on.
As you can see from these photos we have demanded a great deal from them
and they have met the challenge with each mission and with each training day
and as a result security is improving.

Baaboo with the Provincial Police Chief and Police HQ Staff just before one of
the largest drug burns in the Province. Drugs are a major source of financial
support for the TB and Al Qaeda.

MacGyver standing with the counter-drug minister overseeing the drug burn.
Bags of raw black tar opium in the background.

Burn baby burn… Millions worth of raw opium goes up in smoke. It took more
than a day for it to completely burn. Had these drugs not been destroyed, they

would most likely have been processed for sale in the UK and US and the
proceeds of which would be used to support TB and Al Qaeda.

Stacks of counterfeit US $100 Dollar bills created in another nearby country
unfriendly to US interests to be exchanged into Afghan currency and used to
support the TB and Al Qaeda operations in Afghanistan.

Spider completing the accounting of the counterfeit money for turnover to US
custody and transfer to appropriate US authorities. Spider and the rest of Team
Swamp Fox are working with the Provincial Police Staff to improve logistics,
operations, training and overall professionalism of the ANP. In recent weeks, the
ANP have been making significant strides in opposing the TB and Al Qaeda.

A Romanian BRDM is a part of the southern outer cordon in a cordon and search
operation of a local village. This village had been the base of operations for
numerous TB small arms RPG and rocket attacks. The operation involved
Romanian, US, Afghan National Army (ANA) and ANP. Joint operations
between the ANA and ANP have been important to show confidence in the local
population in the ANP because of the high regard in which the ANA is held by the
people of Afghanistan.

The women and young children mostly female are separated and protected while
the search takes place. The ANP on the roof in the foreground and those on the
roof in the background are apart of the inner cordon and local security for the
search team. The ANA and ANP worked very well together and performed a text
book cordon and search. Because the establishment of the outer and inner
cordons was quick and complete, it helped to pave the way for a search of the
village without incident.

Inside one of the compounds the meat is hanging on the line and the door to the
right is the kitchen room and the living rooms are to the left. The first several
homes were very receptive to our presence and appreciated the presence of the
ANP with ANA and coalition forces. Some feel they have no choice but to
support the TB out of fear and when the GoA forces are absent yet others
certainly devoutly believe in the TB and Al Qaeda’s cause and their fervor is hard
for them to hide when we are present in their homes.

This little girl is unsure of our presence in her home and village and hides beside
her father as an ANP talks with her father about security in the area and TB
activity. Most of the villagers are receptive of our visit and want to see ANP ANA
and coalition present in their village. Others are not.

Having ANP ANA and American and Romanian Soldiers descend upon your
home early in the morning can be an unnerving experience no matter your age.
With every action we take we accompany an Information Operation (I/O)
campaign so that we communicate the “who,” “what” and “why” we are present.
By performing the cordon and search with the I/O campaign we connect with the
locals and communicate the importance of their help and we send a clear
message to the enemy.

After the outer and inner cordon is established and local security on the home
has set in as well as contact with the head of household is made the search team
moves in to complete the search.

Ink searching with a metal detector in the portion of the mud hut which houses
the farm animals … the hazy nature of the photo is dried animal feces dust
kicked up as a result of our search. We are exposed regularly to conditions
which spread disease and dysentery. We take regular medication to reduce our
susceptibility to those conditions. The metal detector was very efficient and
allowed us to cover the entire village in a much shorter time. The ANP were
primary in the search and their efforts yielded most of the illegal weapons and
bomb making materials.

We are sensitive to this face. First, we make sure that we are secure in our
operation which because of necessity is appropriately intimidating. Once security
for the operation is established it makes conditions safe for us as well as others
in the village.

An ANP over-watches the area the search team is working. The family’s animals
also occupy a portion of the compound.

Grapes drying in a grape drying hut. ANP officers involved in the search of the
village pause for a picture.

The Face of the Enemy… – One of the suspected Taliban fighters charged with
possession of illegal weapons, ammunition, rocket and bomb making material in
his compound.

Baaboo and MacGyver with the Lion Leopard and the rest of Team Swamp Fox
Regulators at the top of an ANP check point that was hit by TB small arms and
RPG fire the night before. As is often the case the TB chooses to engage at
distances beyond the effective range of their weapons. Consequently, they
usually only succeed in making a little noise and wasting their ammunition.

Two of the ANP Regulators in front of an RPG impact crater. The ANP who
manned the check point the night before described the location of the firing
positions of the enemy and their exfil route and from that we were able to
determine the village from which they operated from and it of course was a
village that historically been a source of enemy rocket and small arms fire. Of

the RPG rounds fired that night the impact crater pictured was the closest to the
check point position.

A view from the crew served weapon fighting position on the check point looking
into the direction of the TB firing positions in the hills to the left and right of the
small village.

Team Swamp Fox has been working with the ANP leadership to improve security
along the highway. ANP checkpoints have been a source of insecurity rather
than security and with the support of the National and Provincial governments as
well as coalition, ANA and ANP support we have embarked upon an ambitious
plan which is already showing positive results. In the past ANP posted at these
check points were out-trained and out-gunned by the TB making very soft
targets.

Team Swamp Fox vehicle providing security during a recon of ANP Check point
sites.

Shaft in our M1151 provides security at an ANP Check Point while the ANP
Regulators do their work reviewing the ANP present at the check point.

ANP Check Point with a Regulator vehicle present to check the ID of those ANP
present, enforce uniform standards which are rarely followed out at the highway
checkpoints.

A check point “Policeman” with a weapon, no uniform and no training. The
Regulators are present to establish a profession police force. To get ride of the
bad police, and train those that choose to be trained and meet the standards.

Highway 1 continues to be a security challenge. Here is one of the favorite TB
ambush spots. These are two Afghan Security Guard (ASG) vehicles destroyed
by a TB ambush. The TB chose the softest targets they can find usually a
defenseless jingle truck or a one or two ANP or ASG vehicles.

TB are not the only ones setting up illegal check points along the highway. We
often find an ANP illegal check point conducted by some of the bad police along
the highway. Here the ANP with their American mentors investigate an illegal
check point that was forcing jingle truck drivers at gun point to pay “tolls” for
passage. It is a proud moment to see ANP enforcing directives from the
Provincial Police Chief to shut down these illegal check points and take action
against the perpetrators.

The Regulators report in to the Provincial Police Chief after another successful
mission. The Provincial Police Chief has shown a great deal of courage in
pursing the corruption in the Police force and the Regulators have been one of
his tools to take action.

The Regulators on patrol in the City – During this patrol the ANP Regulators
accompanied by the ANA and each with their American mentors completed a
presence patrol in the city and visiting the largest boys and girls schools along
the way delivering some humanitarian assistance. With each such effort the
confidence the people have in the ANP grows and their potential to look to the
TB for protection wanes.

A couple of Afghan children in the city who wanted their picture taken.

Along our patrol we discovered a boy in bare feet which is not unusual, but this
boy had a cut on the bottom of his foot that had gotten infected and the bandage
was old and covered in bacteria. We called forward one of the ANP and our
Navy Corpsman Doc to clean the injury and provide a new bandage. Among the
many areas in which the Regulators are being trained they will be getting some
medical and combat lifesaver training by Doc. In the future they will be able to
perform the service that Doc did that day.

One happy patient. Doc does his good work while the ANP officer assisted.

One of the best parts of the job is the kids. The first thing is they remind me of
my own children at home and how proud I am of them. When seeing and
speaking with the children and knowing the environment they are growing up in
how could you want anything else that for them than to have a secure and
peaceful place in which to grow and learn. The girl’s school, which of course did
not exists when the Taliban were in charge, is doing a fantastic job and the
courses in both the boys and girls schools look very familiar and remind me of
the challenges I had with such subjects as chemistry, algebra, physics and
geometry. They are also being taught English and they are all too proud to share
their knowledge as they point and say “bird” or “boy.”

Shaft pulls forward security on the road while the Humanitarian Assistance Team
visits the local girl’s school.

Ink moving with the ANP and other US mentors though a another of the larger
city’s to an place for the Police Chief to meet with local leaders and discuss a
tremendously successful fight between GoA forces and Taliban which took place
the night before. The ANA and ANP repelled a significant TB force without any
coalition assistance and caused significant casualties among the enemy and no
GoA forces killed.

The Provincial Police Chief with local leaders discussing the successful mission
that took place the previous night.

Another Afghan Sunset.
We all are privileged to serve our Country in this way. As do all who are
deployed away from home, we miss our families and friends and we hope with
each days work that it in some way merits the loss of our time with our families …
that our work is making a difference. Even more so for those who have given all
their tomorrows for this cause, we commit ourselves every morning to making
sure that we leave this place better than we found it so that this place,
Afghanistan, will never again be a place that exports the terrorism we saw visited
upon our Nation on September 11, 2001. We have not forgotten why we are
here.
He is my refuge and my fortress; My God, in Him I will trust. Psalm 91
Cheers, J

